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A vortex theory of screw/propellers with variable cir-
culation according to the blade and its azimuth is proposed,
the problem is formulated and circulation is expanded in a
Fourier series. Equations are given for inductive velocities
in space for screws, including those with an infinitely large
number of blade_ and expansion of the inductive velocity by
blade azimuth of a second screw. Multiparameter improper in-
tegrals are given as a combination of elliptical integrals and
elementary functions, and it is shown how to reduce elliptical
integrals of the third kind with a complex parameter to inte-
grals with a real parameter.
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List of Symbols/Notations/Abbreviations
x,y,z -- coordinate system
V,Vx,Vy -- flight speed
R,r -- radii of the screw and blade cross section
-- blade azimuth
k -- number of blades
a 0 -- angle of "blade cone"
vd -- inductive velocity averaged over the disk of the screw
F(r,_) F0(r) F (r) F (r) -- circulation of airspeed around' ' nc ' ns
blade cross section and its har-
•. monics
v, v0(r), Vmc(r) , Vms(r ) -- inductive velocity of screw F(r,_) and
its azimuth e harmonics
-- angular velocity of rotation of screw around its axis
w -- inductive velocity of abstract screw of radius p with constant
circulation y(@) over the radius
Wn,Wn,0(r), Wn,mc(r), Wn,ms(r) -- inductive velocity of abstract
screw with circulation Yn=e in@ and
its harmonics
x2,Y2,Z2 -- coordinates of center of hub of second screw
a02 -- value of a 0 for second screw
sgnA -- unit with sign of value of A, sgn0:l in this case
Fq = 8F / 8q
K = 8K/Sq
V_* = V_ -_ va,. _.= V_* / Vx, Ye = Y -- aoP -- _x
YV _ Y2 "_ ao2r-- aoP, Y* _ YV -- _z_
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VORTEX CONCEPTION OF ROTOR AND MUTUAL
EFFECT OF SCREW/PROPELLERS
A.M. Lepilkin
In existing studies on the vortex conception of a screw, a /77"
screw system with an infinitely large number of blades is used (which
permits avoidance of the extremely complicated accounting for the ef-
fect of nonperpendicular running off of the vortices from a rotor
line and the time variable circulation of airspeed around the blade
cross section), and only steady state conditions are considered.
G.I. Maykapar in 1947 [I] and A.P. Proskuryakov in 1956 [2]
used a system with constant circulation over time. G.I. Maykapar
generalized the method of Zhukovskiy for the case of a slanting vor-
tex cylinder, and he proposed breaking down the vortices into circular
(parallel to the blade planes) and rectilinear (along the cylinder
generatrices), and he gave formulas for inductive velocities only in
the planes of the blades in the form of definite integrals. A.P.
Proskuryakov considered only a flat vortex system and broke the vor-
tices down into longitudinal and transverse, and he gave formulas for
the axial inductive velocities involving elliptical integrals of the
third kind, which changed in complex planes, the parameters of which
are determined by the roots of an equation of the fourth degree.
A vortex theory of the screw is proposed below with a variable
(according to the blade and by its azimuth) circulation. A three di-
mensional vortex system is used as the base, the form of which takes
account of the conical nature of the relative locations of the blades
and the first harmonic of their flywheel motion. The results obtained
are suitable for all normal conditions (with the exception of the
case of axial movement of the screw against the force of gravity).
In Section I, formulation of the problem is given, and expansion
of the circulation in a Fourier series by blade azimuth is proposed.
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
In Section 2 and Section 3, equations are given for the inductive
velocities in space, in which in Section 3, it is for a screw with an
infinitely large number of blades.
In Section 4, expansion of the inductive velocity of a screw by
the second blade azimuth is given.
In Section 5, multiparameter, improper integrals are presented
in the form of a combination of elliptical integrals and elementary
functions.
In Section 6 (Appendix), a method is shown of reduction of el-
liptical integrals of the third kind with a complex parameter to in-
tegrals with a real parameter.
I. Formulation of Problem
In steady state motion of a screw, angle E between the blade /78
axis and the plane normal to the axis of rotation of the screw changes
periodically
8=a o+alc cos _+ax. sin _.... (1)
The axes of the blades (if the short distance of the hinges from
the screw axis and the higher harmonics of flywheel motion of the
blades are disregarded) form a circular cone with angle of taper a0,
the axis of which is deflected from the screw axis by small angles alc
(in the plane of movement of the screw axis) and als (to the right or
to the left).
We introduce a clockwise coordinate system with origin O in the
center of the hub of the screw by drawing the y axis upward along the
axis of the "blade cone" and by directing the x axis forward so that
flight speed vector V is in the xy plane (Fig. i). We define blade
azimuth @ as the a0gle between the projections of its axis on the xz
plane and the x axis. In calculation of the forces and moments de-
2
°veloped by the screw, it will be easy to change to a similar coordi-
nate system with the OyI axis along the axis of rotation of the screw.
_ Angles a0, alc and als can be calculated
approximately beforehand based on axial induc-
tive velocity vd averaged over the propeller
z_ "disk" (it can be determined from for example
the theory of Glauert [3]).
Because of the smallness of angles alc and
als , the angular velocity of rotation of the
"blade cone" can be considered uniform and
Fig. i. equal to velocity _ of rotation of the screw
around its axis. In analysis of the mutual ef-
fect of the screws, the axes of the "blade cones" can be considered
parallel. The blades of the screw are assumed to be uniformly ar-
ranged and identical in all respects.
In determination of the shape of the vortices flowing away, by
disregarding the projections of inductive velocity v on the x and y
axes, which are extremely small compared to the velocities of points
of the blade V and _r, each element of a vortex can be considered to
move parallel to the y axis from the point where it left the blade.
In order for such a (linearized in shape) theory to retain meaning
up to hovering (Vx=0) inclusive, velocity Vy*=Vy+V d of departure of
the vortices from the xz plane averaged over the "disk" of the screw
(or in the xz plane) should be introduced.
Steady state conditions, circulation F of the airspeed around
the blade cross section at radius r depends periodically on blade
azimuth @.
We introduce the concept of an abstract screw of radius p with
constant circulation y(@) along the blade, and we determine corre-
sponding inductive velocity w.
Let t be the interval of time from a given moment to the time a
vortex element flows away from the blade. The blade vortex connected
with circulation y(_) and two "end" vortices with circulation y_=
¥(_-_t), flowing away at radii p and O, form a closed circuit filled
(because of the law of conservation of circulation) with "transverse"
rectilinear vortices with circulation dy¢=(dy_/d¢)d¢, the ends of
each of which rest on points of the end vortices which correspond to
equal values of t. The coordinates of the vortex element in the
x,y,z system will be (Fig. 2)
Yx Y *
= p'eos(_--_)--_---fi-., _= aoP'--_--ff- (I.I)
= -- p' sin (_--_) (_=£t)
.
Only ¢ changes along the out-
g__ side (P'=D) and inside (p'=0) endsZ:=_.. of the vortices (0<¢<_) and only p'
" .._..._........_----.--z_ _ changes along the transverse vor-
tices (04p'.<p). The equation or the
__ _ connected vortex will be ¢:0.Z4
i(A_.].. ",! /i/_p.oNN_ We call the p'=const linex (which is transformed a V =0 into
a screw with pitch Vy,/fl and is pro-
\\<___j/_ .._ jected on the xz plane in the form of
a trochoid at Vx#0) a helicotrochoid.
Fig. 2. The p'=0 line will be rectilinear to
the axis of the vortex system.
The inductive velocities which correspond to a given vortex line
with circulation £ are determined by the integrals along this line
I I£ o t o l_
'x=-4"_ ("_y---f-cl_ Oz t drl )
t ! " 0 1 0 t
;"i,:= _ r _ q- aq- o-L_ _
: t= V (_--_)'+ (u--n)'+(:--0'-
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where _, _ and _ are the coordinates of element ds of the vortex line.
These integrals can also be applied formally to vortices with circula-
tionof variable length with such integrals considered to be branching
"transverse" vortices. For construction of the velocity field in the
xyz coordinate system semifixed to the propeller, Eq. (1.2) can be
utilized, since their result depends only on the differences of the
coordinates of the points of this system and the points where the
vortex element is located at a given time.
At a fixed point of the xyz system, the inductive velocity will
be a periodic function of blade azimuth _ with period T=2_/k, where
.. k is the number of blades.
A change to a multiblade screw can be accomplished by sum-
mation of the inductive velocities of a single blade screw shifted
by _ in T, 2T, Therefore, only the cases k=l and _ are con--
sidered further.
For a change to a screw of radius R with variable circulation
F(r,_) over radius r, the following must be used in equations for the
inductive velocities of an abstract screw with circulations y(_),
ar
T(@) = --_-YT_,=.dpt J (1.3)
and the integral must be taken along the blade axis (0_D_R).
In order to simplify practical application of the theory, the
following expansion should be used
r (r,@)= ro (r)_ _ [r_ (r)cosn_ + r..(r)sinn_] (1.4)
A screw with unit complex circulation
y_='e t_ = cosn_+ isinn_ (.=0, t, 2.... ) (1.5)
will correspond to complex inductive velocity
5
+iw (n=O 1 2 • • .). (i 6)Wn=Wnc ns ' ' ' •
The inductive velocities of circulation harmonics Fo(r), /80
r (r) and r (r) will benc ns
" av_ + " " av_ i!
v=(z,U,_ =-- ]w_(p).-._p #, v=(x,U,z)=_Iw=(p)..____i tl.7)
o o
2. Inductive Velocities of k_ Screw
By applying Eq. (1.2) and (I.I), passage around the edge of the
vortex surface must be carried out so that the connected vortex
passes from p'=0 to p'=p and that the "transverse" vortices have to
pass in the same direction. The following equations are obtained in
this way:
OO 000
-if-%_ T- #+p %cos(,--_)_Td_--_× o lh
o oo _-'_J
o , - r(*)I(_"*_,7 _o_ ,,.[sin(,__q_)_t+ao._.[= T]d_dp, o 0 t + 0 +)d9' /
o
co
S[ 0, 0,]4_wu=--P .I"_cos(_ _)_ 7 sin(_--_)_T d_. (2.2)0
Ooo
+;;_[_,°_+,..,o 'i o_],++,q)_ _ + cos(_--_)_00.
o<+ i< o, o,>
---_- T,_'z - dq_+T(*) sin'_--x-_o, -t'-cos_-z 7_- dp':0 0
oo oo (2.3)
I ot v= I o t4_,,.,,=_p +_++"ot,- +)_-r,++-+-.,__ (+- v)#-0 0
-- i '_ Or,+ lS- [oo+<+-,,,>0_-_ oo++]+_+'-
oo
Vu* _- +
--.-+-_,,-o_c'.,,. +, ' +' °,: ,°)+-_,(+)+(oo++, ,, o++)+'0 0
P = [x--pcos(+--+)++V=/ _]++ [z+ 9sin(_--+)]'+
+ (y-- aoP+_Vv*/ _2)" (2.4)
6
Here, _' and _a are the values of _ at p=p' and p=O respective-
ly, and _0' is the value of _' at _=0. Differentiation with respect
to x, y and z is performed before integration with respect to _ (the
condition of convergence of improper integrals). It is easy to see
that
T+ao_- T dqD-- _'_,--_-: -- dq_+ ;
0 • 0 .
." (2.5)
+ o_ o, r 7 +_'(_) -_-_To'7
O0 0
.. By substituting y=e in@ and Y¢=e in(@-€), complex functions of
the type of equation (1.6) can be obtained for each projection of the
inductive velocity.
3. k=_ Rotor
As k._ and with preservation of quantity kr, period T=2w/k of in- /81
ductive velocity v(x,y,z,¢) with respect to @ tends toward zero. In
the limit k=_, function v does not depend on blade azimuth @ and evi-
dently equals the average value of the inductive velocity of a single
blade screw (with the same circulation) in one rotation of it
The use of function kv ° for a k#_ screw designates approximate
solution of the problem, the inaccuracy of which decreases with in-
crease in number of blades. A k=_ system, as numerous experiments
have shown, gives satisfactory results with k_3 and small values of
V/_R, when the coils of the vortex lines are located quite close to
each other. Rotor parameters Vx/_R and Vy*/_R also are small (usual-
ly less than 0.3).
By applying ak:_ system in determination of circulation r(r,@),
a blade can replace a vortex line since, with k=_, function w can be
7
integrated everywhere with respect to p.
With k=_, the vortex system of an abstract screw consists of a
vortex cone (connected vortices of the blades) and a vortex shell,
each cross section of which is a circle in the y=const plane. The
space inside the shell is filled with "transverse" vortices. In each
infinitely thin parallel xz plane, the circulation distribution layer
of the shell around the circumference is identical, if the calcula-
tion is carried out from the same helicotrochoid _=const.
In determination of an Eq. (3.1) type function for each projec-
•. tion of inductive velocity w, a detailed accounting will only be given
for Wy. Transformation of the double integrals should be performed
ahead of time for y(_)#const. After integration over _ by parts,
there will be
CO ,






In determination of the average value of Eq. (3.1) for a period,
variable _=_-_ can be introduced for each fixed value of _. Then,
_=_ can be assumed. The hydrodynamic meaning of such a transforma-
tion is that summation of the action of the vortex elements in each
parallel xz plane of the thin layer is carried out from the same
helicotrochoidal surface _=const.
In this way, we obtain
r (_)._.PI + --_n-2aap (p--
0 --n 0 --_;
vx I a _(-_) I , d_pd(p-- _"(*) a, t
_ _ l " 2_ O_Oq_ l" d_bd_.0 r:
--" 0 0 --_
V_\2 _ Vu.\_
l' = (x -- p eos xp-{-cp-_) -l- (z + pain ,)' -J- (y-- aop -{- ,_-_ ) (3.4)
Use of the equalities
oo
a i _ 0 t Vu* 0 i ! 0 i iOz t --V a_ I v_ ay t ' Y_'Tdq_= lo
o
(the first is necessary only for the w z transformation) gives /82
0
_3" cos",i'd_ d(p--
0 _n 0 _n
T(*_o.*d_d_dp'--I__(*_._._d,dp;--_° _T(,_d.. 1_3"5)2-_., _o_- _o' ap"
0 0 _n 0 _n 0 _;_
T(_) - d- o "r(_) d_ dq) -- / ( 3.6 )4mov°=p _dv _v-{-a0p -_ -_T /
, +;I ,T_(,o 2rip' 09 lo'
0 _r= 0 _




o _"(€) cos ,hd,_+II_I°*_*_'-I_ _, __'+oo!o4_"'....2--h_,.av ap
0 0 --_ 0 _n 0 _n
(t.' = =P"t-y'Jr =')
There now should be introduced variable _=x+¢Vx/_ and nota-
tions
_,= v_*/ v=, y, = y -- ao_-- _.= (3.8 )
P = oP -- 2o_ (_ eos_ -- z sin_) -t- _' q- z' -t- (Y, Jr _._)' (3.9)
Then,
01 0 i (01)
ap t q-a°TvT: _--_T,,=_ (3.10)
p
4rtw. ° = -- k [K= (p) -- K= (O)l at- apt," (') (p) _ f_ IV---_-.u _ Kv (') (9') dp'--
o
I-_- i T(*) sin ,bd,,,2---_o" "_ "rdP' -- a° S"_-z i T(*)-'-" "-- _,aap ap
o -_ o -_ (3.11)
P
Op
4_w_,°= _=-=K= (p)--Kz (p)+ K= (0)+I I T(_)o i d_dp, (3.12)2_p"o_ lo'
4nw; = (t + _,) [K_(p)-- K_ (0)l + Xi r (,)( _ _ -
-_-_-t t_ ) d_p (3.13)
--v--7 _i__._.._(p)dp--_-Y2-_7;'r(*)c°s_,hdCdp'-I-ao-ff;Y_D--°r(*)_,hdp'i,0 0 --_ 0 --rt
t,'--'x !+ y_+ : t
t
Here, /8 3
{SK_(p)= _- ==_ .
=g --_ X --n
los = pt I 2P (x cos_p-- z sin _p)-{- x= + z_ + (y -- aoP)= ( 3. ! 6 )
Equations (3.14) can be presented as
Vo+ x_d_d,, _, (p)= - t=K,,(p)=--__--_ _' -_-_-_ (3.17)
i °_(_p)[ p- _cos_p+=sin_K_, (p)------ 2n J 1' d_ d_p
(2)(p) are obtained from K (p) byFunctions Ky(1)(p) and Ky Y
replacement of y(@) by y(_)cos$ and y(_)sin@. Since
/_ =A +2B_ +C_ _
A = (z-a t-psin_p)_ +p_cos _'_+yo_, B = _.y,--peos_p, C= t + _.' (3"18)
then
--if- = HD ' I _ HD H 1/'_ " H = AC -- B_x _ (3.19)
ti = (z q- p sin _p)_(t + %_)+ (y, + Zp eos_p)_
D' = pZ__ 2p (x cos ap -- zsin_p)-J- x _-j- z_ + (y-- aoP)_
Consequently,
Kv (P) = _ b ) (y -- aop) q- I I
10
=_iT,,,.. _ (z + p sin @)d_p
"! --/I;
The remaining integrals with respect to _ will be
i '(_) 0 t i "f(_)xsin_+zcos2n 0,- /o' d_ = -- _ d__ t '
0 i '(_))/_,, , i '(![_)'-- P 'cOsa---_ 2--ff_o'--= -- 2. ¢o,3 *d_
-- -. (3.21)
° iT(*)d_p= ir(¢)z+p'sin*d_ 20"--_ _o" -- 2n lo"a
iO'-y" 2_1o'sin (_) d, = -- (y-- aop') 2:_1o'3sinT(*) cos (q;) d_
All the integrals with fixed function y(_) can be found nu- /84
merically. Calculation of integrals (3.20) is complicated however
by the extreme peaks of the subintegral functions at small values of
H. The case H=0 and D=0 is possible with y--a0p = _p,----L-_.
The calculations are substantially simplified if the circula-
tion is expanded in a Fourier series with respect to 9. For
¥n=e in_ (n=0, i, 2, .), integrals (3.14) are transformed into
special functions
K,_ (p) = _ _ d, d_ (q = y, z, m) ( 3.2 2 )
K(1) Kn+I.,(P)+K"L-Lv(P) K(_)(p) = K'_l.u(P)--K"-l.u(P) (3.23)nv (P)= 2 ' 2i
The substitution _=a sgn z should be introduced here. There
will then be
K"a (P) = ._:_ -.. 2n/ o,=_ ( 3.214 )
/_ = _' -- 2o) (_ cos a -- Izlsin a) + ,_ + z_ + (y, + X_)_
11
Functions of the type
_n
et_ d '" i
F_. (z, g, h; (o,Z,)= I I --_T aag (_O,g>_.O,h>_O),Ot=t, 2.... ) (3.25)X--S
where I
ga___e,_2_(_cosa_gsina)_{_ _ q-g_ A- (h q-k_)2 i(3.26)
and its derivatives over g, h and m (U=0, i, 2, .) are discussed
below (in Section 5). These functions are presented in the form of
a combination of elliptical integrals and elementary functions, in
which
F_, = F_ + iF_,,, F_,q = F_q + iF_,q ( 3.27 )
It is now evident that, with ke=Ik [ sgn (kye) ,
K._(e)= F_(=,l]zI,lY.l;_,_o)+ isgnzF.._(z,IzI,IY°I;e,_,)(3.28)
Consequently, in the equations of Section 5, it is sufficient to
assume g=Izl, h=lYe[ , where lh+XxI=lY-aoP I. It is then necessary to
assume _=p.
For y=e in_ the remaining integrals are reduced to elliptical
integrals. Actually,
i i et (n+1) 4, .at_et (n-l) q, Ia cos i".(_) dxp= _ (y--aop') dxp io--F_i. (_)_ Vif 4,ao"
a r,, (_ dap= --z q- ip" -- d@ I
(3.29)
o--_ _ ------ z _ dq_q- /into" d@
--It --It --?t
2g Ot_ to' -_ _ = -- in _ dap
With the structure of expression (3.16) taken into account, it /85
should be assumed that
eosO= z/r, sinO'=-- z/r, r= _+z = (3.30)
12
After this, use of the substitution _-0=_-2@ gives
cosnvpdtb = 2 (-- t)'_E,_('_t2) (k) k 2= 4pr "(3.31 )
JoXI°''_- x {(p-4-r)'-{-(y--aoPp|mrs' (P-br)'-b(y--aop)'
E,_(-"_) (k) = (t -- k' sin' (p),nn = 3 ) ( 3.3 2 )
For an abstract screw, integration must also be performed with
respect to p' from 0 to p. The way of calculation of the correspond-
ing double integrals can be indicated. For a real screw with vari-
able circulation however, r(0,_)=r(R,_)=0. Therefore, integration
over P' proves to be superfluous. Actually, for a g(0) type func-
.. tion with F(0)=F(R)=0,
Rp R
_-dp = --! g (P) F (p).dp
0 0 0
Function
En(_)(k'a)=i'(t _ k2sin2_)_e°s2n_'d_ (3.33)
0
can be called a generalized elliptical integral, since
Eo(-'/')(k,a)= F (k,a), go('1')(k,a)= E (k,a) (3.34 )
It is easy to verify by differentiation with respect to _ that
k,[(n--v--i)E.__)(k,a)+ (n+v + I)E.+_)(k,a)l. (3.35 )
q- 2n (2 -- /d) En (V)(k, (t) = 2 sin 2net (t --- k2sin 2 ct)V+l
will be functions Eo(V)(k,_ ) andThe base here
E,(') (k, a) - -- z -- k'Eo(_)(k, a) + _E, (_+_)(k,h) ( 3.36 )ka
it also is easy to determine that.
Eo(_+1)(k, a) 2v-F t (2 -- k2)Eo(_)(k, a) -F2(v+ t).
v " k' (1--k2sin' a)_sin ctcos (_ (3- 3 7)
-F_ (i -- k_)E,('-_) (k, a) -- 2 (,,,+ i--_)
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where elliptical integrals of the first and second kinds (3.34) will
be the base.
With small k 2, when recurrent Eq. (3.35) is inconvenient because
of the effect of small differences (increasing with increase of n),
it is better to use the expansion
= . v v .... (3.38)
ien..=_ (sin'_)'cos2n_d_ I (3- 39 )
0
By using the corresponding indeterminate integral [4, p. 155],
we have
(sin= q))Scos 2nq) dq) (sin _ a)' sin 2n_t n (sin s q))Ssin (2n -- t) q) dq)
= 2 (n + s) n _ _ s_nq_
But 0 o
sin kq) {_ + 2 [cos 2q)+ cos 4q__.. + cos (k--t)q)l (k = 3,5,...)sinq) -- [cosq)-_eos3cpnr... cos(k-- t)(p] (k= 2,4 ...)
On this basis, the recurrent formula /86
@n = (sin' a)' sin 2na n 2n (_1, + +_n-l..) (3-40)•' 2(n+s) "--_Io(_) n+s • "'"
h (a) = i (sin2 ¢p)Sdq)
0
is obtained, where f (a) is a known function which can be determinedS
by the recurrent formula
2s/,=(2s--t)/,_l--(sina)_-:e_a, io=a, 2/i=a--sinae_a
The substitution of l_-k 2 tan _ tan 8=I gives
]/'l--k _dO i-- k 2sin _(P- 1-- k=dq_ = -- t -- k' sin' 0' i -- k_sin' 0 ( 3 • 4 1 )
I (t -- kl sin' q_)"dq_--(!- k2)"+'/'i dO
. (1 -- k2sina0)_+1
t: 0
where e and B are connected by the relationship tan e tan Bv_-k2=l.
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For a=_/2, integrals (3.33) will be "full,"
_/2
E,_(_) (k) = f (1 -- I0 sin' (p)_cos 2ncpdcp / ( 3- 42 )
o /
According to the identity
q=o
nil
_)n. = I (sin'co)S cos2n_d_=(--t)n " ( 2__s ) t• _ s n 2-2s, tI)n,s =0 (s<n)0
Consequently, for n=l, 2, 3, .,
_ t+__'_-f(v v 2) k, v 2) (2n2-1"4 (_ /43)
For v<0, all the coefficients of this series have the same sign
(-i) n, so functions E (V)(k) do not have roots.
n
For a=0 when _=_/2, Eq. (3.41) gives
n/2 _/2
I €'- k'_n'+)'d_= _t--k'_+'/'I d_ (3.44)
o o (1 -- k2 sin 2q_)_+x
For v=_-i/2, it follows from this that
Eo(-_-'/') (k) -_ (t -- k')-_Eo (_-'/,) (k) _ = l, 2, 3 .... ) ( 3.14 5 )
E (k) Eo(_,l,) Eo('1")(k)EJ-'/')(k)= i_k2 , (k)= (t -- k2)2 ....
It follows from Eq. (3.35) that
4n 2 -- k' En(-,A) (k) 2n -- t EnJi-'/,> (k) ( 3 46 )En(<.['l') (k) =--2n _ t _2 " 2n+1 "
Eo(-'/') (k) = F (k), k2Ez(-'h) (k) = 2E (k) -- (2-- k2) F(k)
En(-I '/') (k) 4n 2 -- k2 En(-,/, ) 2n + t E,, 1_'/'>(k) ( 3 "4 7 )2n- I k2 (k) 2n- I -
(1-- k+-)Eo(-'/'>(k) :E(k), k+(l-k 2) Et (-'A>(k) = 2(t-- k2) F(k)-- (2-- k2) E(k)
Equations (3.46) and (3.47) are necessary for calculation of /87
integrals (3.32).
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Point k=l is singular. As is known,
F(k) In]/-_ -4-T In i/i= k_" i (i--k 2)+... (3-48)
E (k) = i + _'- In ]/'i-_"_ "_ "2" (i _ Aa) +...
It is therefore convenient to introduce functions limited to
point k=l
A_(k) = (-- t)_(i --g)E_/,_(k), A_(t) = i (3.49)
which are determined according to Eq. (3.47) by the recurrent formula
A_+_= 4_ _-_,k'A_--2_ +-------A-iA___,__ = A_2n--I 2n- I
(3.50)
At(k) =E(k), k_ t(k) : (2--_)E(k)--2(i-- ks) F(k)
4. Inductive Velocity Harmonics and Mutual Effect of Screws
We discuss a pair of screws with parallel "blade cone" axes,
with origin 0 of the xyz coordinate system placed in the center of
the hub of the screw, the effect of which is under consideration.
We place origin 02 of the identically oriented coordinate system in
the center of the hub of the second (to be calculated) screw. As
before, let _ be the blade azimuth of the first screw and 0 simi-
larly be the azimuth to be calculated of the blade of the second
screw (Fig. 3). Actually, in a two rotor helicopter system, a pair
of counterrotating screws is used. This is then easy to take into
account, by substituting the sign of azimuth e in the final equa-
tions. Let L be the distance between the screw axes, B be the angle
between normal L which connects the axis and the xy plane (Fig. 3),
the "angle of slide" of the pair. The coordinates of center 0 2 of
the hub of the second (to be calculated) screw will then be
x_ = L cos_, Y2, z2 = -- Lsin_ (4.1)
The coordinates of the point on the axis of the blade of the second
screw at distance r from the axis of this screw at angle "of taper"
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a02 of the location of this blade wi!l be
x= z_+ rcos0, y = y_+ ao2r, z= z_--rsinO I (4.2)
, z The problem is formulated: to find
for an abstract screw with circulation
-- Yn=eln_
/_ the expansion





w,,,,,_ = w_,,_ + iw.,, m_, w..,,. = w,_,,_ + iw.,,,,.
(4.a)
Yn=e in@ and using expansion (1.4) of circula-for unit circulation
tion r(p,@), the Fourier series /88
co
v. (r, 0) = _.,o (r) -}- _ [_.mc (r) cos m0 + v.,m, (r) sin m0]:_(4-5)I
can be plotted for the inductive velocity of a real screw, by cal-
culating the required number of harmonics by the equations
R R
drnc
o o 4.6)R R
Vn_'n_ ! wnc'mc dFnc I= -- v_... w_,.m, _ - dp
o o
for 0<r<R 2. Usually, R2:R (the screw radii are the same).
In the case x2=Y2=Z2=0 , the harmonics of the natural inductive
velocity of the screw are obtained. Subsequently, only an analysis
of axial inductive velocity w o of a k=_ screw will be given (w oy x
and w z° are unimportant for the operation of rotors). Exponent o is
dropped here.
Equation (3.6.) for y=e in_ can be presented as
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D= . °-" I(4.7)
I I _'"+{ (0 , 0_) vx0(, ,)}-t- _ P '_-p -7- -1- ao-_y fl Oz l la d_2&P
where Z2 function (3.4), in accordance with Eq. (4.2), will have
this form:
ta = (==-- pcos_ + r cos0 + oOV=/ Q)2+ (Yv+ q_V_*/ _)' +
_t- (z= nt- psinCp_ rsin0) a, Yv = Y_ + a_r-- ao9 (4.8)
Differentiation is carried out in Eq. (4.7) only up to the in-
. tegration operator; if n=l, 2, 3, ., the integrals for p=0 are
absent (this subsequently becomes less evident). On the assumption
that
_2 = p_ __ 2pr cos (_ -- 0) + r2, eix = p -- ret(°-_)
equality (4.8) can be transformed thus:
= _'-- 2_ D cos(_ + %_ _) + D 2 + (Yv + _V_*/ _),
where
D2 = (x2 +_/_)2 + z2,' el'= (xz-- iz2 +_/ _)/D (4.9)
It is significant that _ and e1X are functions of _-0. In Eq.
(4.7), the average value of the subintegral function for the period
is used. It can therefore be written that
l:' "n-O
• " ein(+-O) d " dp"
'_tWn =" -- znemO ! ! -_-[_ - * "-_7-q-0 --_ -0
oo r:--O
and _-€ can be replaced by _0; the result will be /89
etn_
0 r:
+ o, , ,_-F a Oz t ta d,d_ (4 I0)
1_ =m_ --2roD c°s (_ +0 +g--x)+D'+iYv+_Vu'/_)" (4. ll)
18 e = Vp a -- 2pr costp+r _ , etx __ p--re-i_' (4.12)
We call this transformation the _ transformation. We introduce
the series
_tn9 _
-7- ----ao -_ (a,,_ cos mO -_- a,_ sin toO)
rn=l
i e inO a.._ i ei(n+m)O "_- et(n-m)9ao= -_ dO, " = 2_aV"_--i dO ( 4.13 )
--r_ --t=
By introducing variable 0=6-o, where o=T-X-@ does not depend on
6, it is easy to obtain
i". /_ = (o' -- 20)D cos (_ + D* + (Yv + q_V_"/ fl)2 ( 4.14 )
or a,_ A m .4- A m 8-'in€ao ---- Aoe -in€, -- -
arr_ V" ±t
where, if the integration variables are selected from the left,
A±,,, (p, ?; _) = e_(,,±m)(_-x):_im,i e_("±m)_. 2_------v-dO (4.15)
Now, based on Eq. (4.10), it follows that
a w [Ao(p,_) -- Ao(0, _)1x
: 0 --m: 0 --_:
o o (p, cp)]d_idq) (m O)
0
• w_.:m, p'g _--i0 --_
_ i I 0 atrL (P. q_) "[- A-TrL (P, (_) 0 *_' TrL (P, (P) :J= A_ra (P, q_) I d, d{_ -+P _ VYT +ao_ V± I
- -_ w _T, - o: V_,
After substitution of the order of integration over @ and _ by /90
introducing the notations
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v_ e_• dOdq_ (+_=t,2,3,..)K v.@o)= .-fi- _ . :
o -_ (4.16)
0 _n \
since D=L and T=B for @=0 we obtain:
for m=0,
4gWn.o= -- ine in_ _ _ dO d_ dp "4" i
0 --n --_ i
:"*oo i
-. _K_ v (.).d,}--.] ( 4 17 )
/
-- _ K.z (_) d, -{- _ K., (r) d,
for m=l, 2, 3, .,
4g w..._= --in .
wn.,_ g_-_ 2gp' 2g/o, •dO d, dp' -}-0 _ _
.jr _/('--Trt)_ i i e-i(n-z'l) X'+'[_';t* i €,(_[.-'rrt)8.V _.--_- 2_p' 2gto, •dO d, do'} -k-
_P i e-f(n+m)x-tm4' r 0(_
L
i e-'("-'_)x+'m+[K_-m..(_)O-_p--i(n--m)K.-m(_)_]d*}. (1418)"k- 2n V¥T
+ ao V_x 2:z V ± 1 " 2, V"-_ K,_-,n.u(coN* --
--rg _;g
i _--t(r_+m)xa-tm_ i e-iln-m)Xa+im_k
Here and subsequently, X' and _' designate quantities X(D) and
_(p) of Eq. (4.12). with p=p', and Xa is the value of X with p=0. It
follows from Eq. (4.12) that
20
cosx= P-erc°s_, sinx-- rsinco_' aoO__=cosx, _ax= sinez _(4"19)
where X(-_)=-X(_). Therefore, in the notations
K_ + OK_ t_ OKo
K_,- = _ + T K_,, Ko+ = "_- = Ko- ( 4.2 0 )
the following relationships are obtained: /91
for m=O
Oo 0X elX e-lx
K__ _ -- iFK_ -_- = -$- K_ + + "-5-- K_-
°" ip, _ dO d_ dp' +
oo -, (4.21)
+ V_-{2t---'ilCOS(n - t)X K.+(o)+ cos (n + t)X K,,- (o)] d* + ',
0
+ ao cos nxK,,v(o) -- cos nxK,,= (to) d_ + I cos nx=K.= (r) d_
0 0 0
for m=l, 2, 3, .,
!_4_ _ wn'me= -- in cos[(n-4-m) Z"+ m_] et('*+m)_
_o... LF-_-;-_ p" 2_to-----_ded¢dP'_
_. 0 0 _n
.i/-_" p, _ dO d, dp' +
0 Of, _ i
:;-2-V_*onP cos[(n+m_l)x+m_21 V___i_ d_+ '(4.22)
i i K,,d,io)
_ + _c°s[(n+m+l)z+m*] V-_- d_ +
• 0
"-::'°)
_. oCOS[(n--m--1)z--m_] V__ " d_'4-
i!i. + o cos[(n--m + l)x--mqq V'_
ao cos [(n + m) X + m_bl K !d_b +
o
21
- It should be remembered that, for n=l, 2, 3, • • ., the in- /92
' tegrals for p=0 (0)=r) are absent. A change in Eq. (4.16) to the in-
tegration variable _=x2+_Vx/_ with notations
=V_*/V_, Y, =Yv--_x2 _ (4.23)
in accordance with Eq. (4.14) and (4.9), gives
_, _ _ _o d_ (_:# o)Kt, (o))= j _ 3 V'to'-- 21_Dcos @-{- D 2 -.1--(y, q--_,_)_
_
D= I/g2. z2,' e'" = (_ -- iz2) / D (4.24)
By introducing the substitution e=a sgn z2, it can be determined
that
3C1 --g
p =co2__2o) (_cosa--lz 2[sina)-4- _ A- z22 A- (y,-F_._)_ (4.25)
Thus, Eq. (3.25) introduced above and functions F (x,g,h; 0),X),
(u>_O) described in Section 5 arise. With X,:iX[ sgn (Xy,),
K_(_) = F_,¢(z,, Iz, I, [,j, I;co,_,) + isgn_sgnz,) FI_,Is(x,,Iz, I,ly,I;_, _,)
(+_=t2 .... ) (4.26)
g_(o)) = Fj_,¢_(x,,Iz2I,IY,[;_,7.,) + i sgn (g sgn zDF,_,,,_(x_,Izz[,I IY,I; (_,_,)
(±_ =o. _.... )
where q=[z2[, y,, _. It is therefore sufficient to assume in the
equations of Section 5 that
22
= x_,g = Iz.,I,h = lY.I,Ih+ Xxl= lYvl
Equations (4.21-4.22) also include the integrals
i J_ i j_dO Do=L (l_=O.t, '):(4 27)2--h_od@ = 2n _ °a -- 2c°Oo cos @ + Do* + y va ' " . •
By operating as specified above in Section 3, the following can
be obtained:
i ei_'g 2 (--l)_ E_-'/') (k), k _ = 4_,L (4 28)
-= 2-_0'dO = n V (o_+ L)_+ yv2 (o_+ L)_+ yv _ -
"/_ _o_2_ a_ ( 4.2 9 )
Eix! -'h) (k) = ! 1/t -- k 2sin' tp0
(-1/2)(k) were introduced and studied in Section 3Functions EU
We study functions _ and X. According to Eq. (4.12) and (4.19),
=V r(p- r) 2 A-4prsin'-_ X = aretg rsin, (4.30)' • p-- cos _
t
= p, % = 0 with r=O (4.31)
= 2r sin 1/2_, %= 1/2(_--_) with p = r
= r, % = _--_. with-:P=O
O (p>,)
= I P -- r l, X _- { _/2 (p = r) wit_h_ = 0n (p < r)
It is easy to compile tables of functions _(@) and ×(4) for a /93
number of calculated radii, by taking the value of _ every l0 or 15 °
but a smaller step with small values of @. It is evident that
0K_R+R2; usually, R2=R. R=l can be adopted in the calculations in
compiling tables for 0(rsl and 0(p_l. The author has tables of _(@),
X(_) and cos [(n+m)x+m_] for +m=0, i, 2 and n=0, n=l.
With r=0 or p=0, _ does not depend on @. Functions K (_) and
P
K (_) can therefore be taken out of the integral sign. With r=0, wePq
have X=0, _=p, and it turns that w e0, but
n,m
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4_w,,.o = -- ind'_ _-_d,_ p, _ r "
0_
+ _ {K.,. (p) + aoK.v (P)} -- K.. (P) + K._ (0) (" = 0)
In the case of p=O, all w -0.
n,m
The practical value of the _ transformation is that, with a0=0 ,
parameters r and p are combined in one parameter _ (4.12) which, for
a given relative location of screw pairs (x2, Y2' z2)' with a given
orientation of it relative to the speed of movement (angles B and
arctan l), is the unique argument of functions F (x, g, h; _, l).
".
Even with a0W0, the first three parameters of functions FU(_) and
F q(m) provide complete solution of the problem, since it is suffi-
cient to assume h=ly,l=]yV-Ix21.
After calculating the required number of functions of _(@) for
the lower harmonics, integration with respect to @ can be performed
by numerical methods.
The following individual cases are of great importance:
i. z2=0 (flight of a "longitudinal" pair without slipping);
2. x2=0=z 2 (pair of coaxial screws or screw with a0#0) ;
3. x2=Y,=z2=O (isolated screw with ao=O) ;
4. x2=O=y , (flight of "transverse" pair without slipping).
In the latter case, the functions have two branches each:
(4a)Lt(i+X_)--_'>O,(4)L'(i +X2)--_'<O
Case (4a) occurs in the absence of "overlap" of the screws
(L>R+R2).
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In Section 5, functions F (x, g, h; _, _) are written out for
(i)'g=O, (2) g=O==, (3) g----x=h=O, (4) ==O=h
In the first and fourth cases, the parameters of integrals of
the third kind are real. In the second and third cases, functions
Fp(_) and their derivatives are simple algebraic functions.
In the case g=0, the algebraic functions in Fp(_) and F q(_),
with _h<0(_y,<0), have two branches each with branching point h:_]_[.
This must be taken into account in integration with respect to _ in
Eq. (4.21), (4.22). Transition point _^ is defined according to Eq.
(4.12) as
• _l_.l=lu.I, zp,-cos,,,= p,+ ,,-- (y. 1_.). (4.33)
in which, in segment [0, @^), we have l_-rl_<_<[y,/xl.It is evident
that
_>_[y./_[, _^ =0 with (P--r)'>_(y./_)' (4.34)
< I_.IXI,_^==with(p+ r)'_<(y.1%)'
Transition point _^, in case (4), will be at _>L ("transverse"
pair of screws with "overlap"). It is determined by the equality
L2(I+_2)=_ 2. It is sufficient therefore in Eq. (4.33) and (4.34) to
replace (y,/_)2 by L2(I+_2).
In the second and third cases, it proved to be possible to cal-
culate all the integrals of @ by presenting them in the form of a
combination of elliptical integrals and elementary functions. These
results will be the subject of a separate article. In the fourth
case, half of functions F (_) and F (_) are simple algebraic func-
uq
tions, namely:
F_,,O_elOh and OF_,/Og with _ =In _m[ = t,3,5,...,
F_, OF_,lOh and O_clOg with _=]n_m[=2,4 ..... OFo/Og
Integration o_er @ also is successfully performed here in a
similar way.
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5. Special Functions of Vortex Theory
We consider function (3.25) of five real variables /94
F_.(:r,g,h;_,_.)= _ ac_d_ _----0,1,2.... ) (5.1)
t'=_'--2_(_cosa--gsina)+_.+#,+(h+_D,, _0, g_0, h_Oi(5-2)
After integration by parts over a, there will be
J_ _ _sina+ gcosa d_d=, _ = A + 2B_. Cp (5.3)
A =_s-_-2o)gsina+ gs_. M, B----- _.h -- t_ cos a, G= t _-k I (5.]4)
Consequently, F0(_ ) does not exist. However, derivatives
exist for p=0. Since
oo oo
--=--B---_, _ ---ffg----H---_" H =AC--B, (5.6)
D'= _, __ 2a_ (z cos a __ g sin a) + z'+ g'+ (h+_.z)'
then
i_5.? =____W v__B + _ (A . _:B BD g cos a --_\---D---- sin a da
Oh -- _, 2_-H _t v G _) ') h + D |
i (5.7)--gU_=- _
-n D
II----(g-_-6)sina)'(In%)?)-vU(h-_-_.6_cosa)'> 0 (5 •8 )
With _=0, only these functions are different from zero:
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o-7-= H--? ----67--o/' Ho= _' (i + ;_')+ n,, Do'= _' + p + (h+ ;_)'
°--iaohH°_'_V-- _h+ _c)h+_o g'+h'+"_h--F-_Do (5•9)
i + g2 h_
For _0, function (5.8) should be presented as
e(cocos_) (5.i0)
H=(g__ _sina) 2(l+J_2)+(h+_€ocosa),
In Eq. (5.10), /95
-"(x)= {x,-- 2_.(h . igV'i + _,)x -- (h4. ig)" i + _,p-- co,(i + _.,)}x (5.ii)
x {x,-- 2x(h-- _ V'i + _9_ -- (h-- ig]/"i + _),-- co,(i + _.,)},x = cocosa
Equation P(<)=0 is broken down into two. The first of them




and the second has roots <3 and <4' which are complexly conjugated
with roots <1 and <2" It is easy to determine that
_ R_,__o_)- 2g(_+ z,)_,_m_ (5.14 )
H P (_ cos a)
n (_)= h' + 2_ -- x' + (p + _) (i + X') ( 5.15 )
4 4
R (_) -- 2g (t + _Y) cosin a 2g (t -_ _._)cosin a
4
o sina R (_,).cosina " 2g (t + _._)(a_'-- x,')
I v=l
For <I and <2' with the use of equalities (5.12) and (5.13),
• .._ .
is obtained and if, for these roots, there are introduced the radicals
,::
• . z - -
.. ,.. . .- .
__=(h+igg_)gi+_,_l_.j V_,+(h+_gVi+_,),(5.16)
R(<)=-i2g(l+X2)/_. Therefore, by assuming that
]/_'--xv'-----(]f-----_)"]/_'--_" (_-----i)v_--{ _.ifor<.iand<.z.i(5. 17 )
- £or }<3and<4:
it can result that R(<)=-2g(l+12)/_2-<2 and consequently,
i 4 ]/c0'--zv'-_-cosina 2g (t 4-).') [
-H-= --Z Tv (ecosa -rx,)P'(x,)' T,-- p,(×,) I
v=l i
(5.18)
4 ]/_'--×,'+ _ sina x, !
_-tc°sHsin(a)= - _,T,(_c_a--×,)P'(x,)]/_,_ _,
Paired equalities are used here and subsequently. By differ-
entiating first polynomial (5.11) over < and substituting the values
of <I and <2 in P'(<) and utilizing equalities (5.12) and (5.13), it
can be determined that
!
T,-- (--l)'isgn_ (v= l,v=2) / (5.19)
4(h+ X×,)7/_,+ (h+ ig]r_+ _.,), I
and, for v=3 and v=4, it is sufficient to change the sign in front
of i.
Roots < can be complex. We will therefore consider separately
v
the real and imaginary parts of integrals (5.7), based on the nota-
tions
= F_+ iF_, (5.20)
In using identities (5.18) in Eq. (5.7), in place of A and B, /96
it is sufficient to substitute the numbers
A,=g'+ 2g_--×,'+_'+h'.B,.=_--×, (A,G--B,'=O) (5.21)
for which C(Av+xBv)=Bv(Bv+xC). After noting the identities
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and introducing the notation
H_ i i _*'---x_'+ _ sina ( B,._) (5.22)
., (_')= "__,, _ _"_-- x_ i -- DF_ sinC°s_) d_
from Eq. (5.7), it is easy to obtain the formulas
-. _F_ _, _--B,,V+"--×,,= H_, _ T, [ (5.23)WF, = =F T,, (×,):F x
X _ Ve 2 x,=q-_)sina x,+ecosa 1--
-= e t- B, _ D I'_ cos(_a)#a
aF,,_/ ag , H,= YC _, ( 5.2 4 )
OF.. lag ----F"-C __j (g . )f _'i ×,2) T,_H_, (x,,) -- 2z= Z...IT, X
_,= D sin
aF.o / ah = l/_ - T,, H., (×") ( 5.2 5 )
aF_cI&o _ C(_'4-g]/e,--×,)+ B,×, H_ _ T,
ay_,Io_= _,£U T,ar_,(×,)--_,2_,}ZDX (5 26)V=l v_[ "
i( )(X g_ co -- B, -- ×'' 4" e) sin (_ t "_G ] sin (Fa)da--= e D
We transform the algebraic factors in these equations. Equality
ArC-By2=0, with Eq. (5.21) taken into consideration, can be presented
as
(g+ Ve'--×.=)=(i+ l')+(h+l×,)_=0 (5.27)
According to Eq. (5.21) and (5.27),
• h . _.×,
hC.--ZB,,--_h-Jr-_,×v, g-_ Ve'.__×,,,, __(W---q-.).,V 1 --_ _,_ (5.28)
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By applying Eq. (5.21) and (5.28),
gcx,- B_V_-i-------×,, = (h+ _×,){;_€- (V---_), _h- ×, ,[V,--$-_f (5.29)
can be obtained and, according to equations of the (5.12) and (5.28)
type,
c(_+gV_ 2-_J)+B_x,=-Ch+_×,){h+(__-_),g_V_} i (5.30)
Further, for P(K)=_n+alKn-l+. .+an, if all roots of _v are
different,
- P (×,) (k = 2, 3, n)
The use of this theorem for n=4 with account taken of determina- /97
tion of Tv (5.18) simplifies the second sums of Eq. (5.23)-(5.26);
only terms with factor (5.30) remain in Eq. (5.23), and only terms
with factor (5.29) remain in Eq. (5.26). Therefore, with account
taken of Eq. (5.28) with the notations
N, = B, / 1/ t + _.', c, = (h . _.×,)T, ( 5.31 )
the formulas
v_]L
-3t"2 _ + (g-----"t),g t D g B cos 2---_"
OF_ I Oh _ G, tt_c OFv.c I Og 4 _ H_OFl_sl Oh = -_-'-_ HI_s (x;), OFl_sl Og = __j ',(1Z'-:I),G,H_., (xv)
•,,=l v=l
OF_ / a_ = ---_'_- + (V_--i)_g //_,, (×_)--
, o.[
I
are obtained and then, with account taken of the complex conjugate
nature of the roots,
30 '
• { }P_ aF_,,/ah 2 _ Im GJr, (xO _1
i '_+2g sin (p.a) da
--rig v_l
a?_./ oh= V_,=_ no c, H_ 0,,) ( 5.3 3 )
aF_/'ag ' {H,,o }O%,lag =-2 _ Im a,n_, (×0 (5.34)
OF_.e ] Oo) h OFtxc /Oh g OF_c [ Og
OF_,I Oo-- o OF_s_1Oh-- --_ OF_,I Og+
2 i c°Soxa) da 2_" '}- (o ],/"t--+_ sin" 2_D Im {G_Nv (Nv+ x ]/t + _:)} (,,a=# 0)
.... , (5.35)
2
OFo . h OFo_ g OFo__ 2
= ,o oh _ a--y ,oF-_ _'Im(c,,v,}+
• 2 _ da 2
-1- -]/_----_2 _ -_ E Im{G,N,(Nv-Fx ]/i+ )3)}(o . (5 36)
We will therefore study roots K and functions of K only for
v:l and v:2.
Let a and b be real numbers. Then,
!
V.+_b=_(Vv_+b'+.+ _gv_+b,-_) (b>O)
Based on this, with the notation /98
M, = _ {V [co'+ h'--g' (t . _.')J'+ 4h'g' (t + _.') -+-1(o,+ h'-- _ (t + _.')1}']' ( 5.3 7 )
(5.38)
,V_' -_- (h + ig Vt + _.')'= M x -biM,, 3hM, = gh )tt + ):
Equations (5.13) and (5.16) can now be presented as
u_ = _ (h + ig V i + _,) :k sgn _.V l + _'(,v_ + ig,) ( 5.3 9 )
--Vi+_'(h+ igVi+_')±lZ, l(Mr+ iM,) (5.40)
and Eq. (5.31), with Eq. (5.21) and (5.19) taken into account, take
the form
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Nt = -- i_,g qz sgn _, (M l --_ iM2)
N, (5.41)
(-- t) _ i sgn _, (-- t) _ sgn )_(M, --]- iMO ( 5.4 2 )
a, = 4 V _, + (h + _g1/t + _.,------j,= 4 V 1o,,+ h'-- g, (t + XgI' + 4A'g' (i + X,)
By assuming eie=c and applying the method of subtractions,
t i eostuxda _ i I _d_ _ (_Vy'--lq-y)_ (P.=0,1,2 .... )i(5.43)
_= COsa-- y _i _2--2y_ + 1 8Vy2__ I .
can be found, where E=+I, in which the sign is selected from the con-
" dition [€_-y_=l+yI<l.
Since 2 sin Us sin a =cos (u-l)_-cos(u+l)a,
t _ sinttasinada = 0 (Ix=O) (5.44)
2_ _j. _os_y" --(e ]/y'-- t q- y)_ _----1,2 .... )
Consequently, the first part of integral (5.22) will be
i { i_ _1= o)
t _V_-j'-o_'+,o_in,_co_(v.a) aa= (5.45)
z--_ . " -gUos_-:z×_ sin is _(×,) Ca l, e, . .)where -n i •
a,(_v)= = ,_ (5.46)o)
and s is selected from the condition [_(Kv)[<l. According to Eq.
(5.39) and (5.40),
_O(×t)=(e ¢I +_'+D [h+ ig_l + L'+_sgnL(M, + iM2)] (5.47)\X 2
Further, expression (5.6) can be presented as
D' = ,o' -- _L cos (a -- ,r) + L' + (h + )_), ( 5 • 48 )
L = V z" H- g', cos cr -_ x l L, sin cr = -- g l L
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Let e=a-o. Then,
z),= co_- _r. cos_ + L, + (h+ _._)_ ( 5.4 9)
i igc°2--x_2 + _sina e°s _a)da= t/€°2--×J + c°sin(0 +°) cos [IxtO-_oJl.0
--n (_ cos a -- x,,) D sin [co cos (0 q- a) -- ×,] D sin '
It can be proved in succession that /99
t _ cos_ cos0 -- x + _ sin _ sin O
cos (0 -[- O) -- x -- (_ cos 0)' -- 2z COSO (oJ COSO) + z* -- _* sin* a i
]/_n __ z' -t- _ sin (0 _- o) ]/'_--'i_ xn cos cr-- x sin crq- _ sin 0
_cos(# + _)--x -- a_cos0-- xcos_-- Vto'--x'sino
On this basis, the second part of expression (5.22) will be
f
2n (_cosa -->%)D sin _ta)da ----
_ sin a) i sin [tO sin 0 dO I
= q: cos (1_) "_ (cocos 0 -- x_ cos cr -- l/_ -- ×z sin o) D -at- .,I0
sin (l_) _- (_ cos _) -- ×, cos a -- V o)i - x_ sin o) Do
As a result, after substitution of 0=_-2_,
Hv_ ie(×,) = + _)_(×,) _ (-- t) _ p, (N, + =V 1 + _._) ×
Ho, ,,,--0, tl_ i n V(a) q-L)a .if- (h-Jr. Lx)' (5.50)
(cos V_ i - ×_ cos _ - x_ sin G sin "1
× "_sin Oxo) _ lip. (k, p_) -Jr-cos _o) lip.a (k, p_)
is obtained, where
_L z_ (5.51)
ka= (°)+L)_-4-(h'f'Lx) _ ' P"=-- €-o+×_cos(r . V_z--×_sin(r
n/z
cos _q_ acO rI_,__(k,P) -- rI_+_fir,p) ( 5.5 2 )IIv'(k'P)= (t + psin_tp) ]/'t--k_sin_(p ' II_'A (k,p) = 2
Function H (k, p) is a particular case of the generalized el-
liptical integral introduced and studied by the author. In the Ap-
pendix, recurrent formula
Xh{H_+l(k'P)+ H_-x(k'P)}=(i+2@)H_(k'P)--(2/p)E_ (-Vt)(k) (5-53)
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was obtained and convenient formulas for calculation of H0(k, p) are
given for any (real and complex) value of parameter p.
Further, based on Eq. (5.48) and with the use of the substitu-
tion a-_=_-2¢, we obtain with module k 2 (5.51)
i c_ da 2 (-- t)_E_(_/') (k) cos isin(_a)_= _(_+L)'+(h+_)' sin (_) ' (5.54)
In the case of g=0, when MI=_2_-_ and M2-0
-_ ¢_=sgnX ]/o)'+h'--h (Vt+x=_IXl) ' _=-sgn_. (5 55)
". l_.i_u:,.: , O)--sgniL If'_-i+h'-{-h (_'-i+k=--[_]), e-=--sga_, (h=_o_ _)
= (5.56)
i_= V_+ h'--h (if2 X' IXD, g, (h'>I_'X')
+ +sgn 8 s_
H_ (xJ= i8_,_+ i H_ (k,pD
o) _ V (o) + L)' -vL (h + kx) =
U_, (xJ = -- e? + (- sgnZ)r'p, (N_+ x 1f i + X') nv_ (k. p,), Uo,.,=--0 ( 5.5 7 )tt If (a) + L)' + (h + _.x)t
4¢aL ' /_ = _ h' 2_ sgnk sgn xk'=(°+L)t+(h+_'z) , P, V_'+ V i +_)--I- [ [Xhl + osgnLsgnxl
and with the notations /i00
&= =V'i'+ x, :F sg._ Ifgi+h,
_, Vco'+-hiV'i+x'dz[l_l+ =sgnXsgnzl (5.58)
Z,
z, = h t/ i + ),,+ l'Xl If_+h'
the following final formulas are obtained from Eq. (5.32)-(5.36):
__ (1)x_""4-_,_ (--sgn x)I_+_sgnL _tII_a (k, p,)-- _,II_a (k,p,)
FFI_c 2 Ifi + _.t V i + k' o_ _ ]/(o_ + L)' + (h + kx)'
OF_ Ox_ + sgn (ht -- (otXs) (Div"
Oh -- 2 V't_ V co'+ h' +
+ (--sgnx) _ Zt_tII_ (k, p,) + Z,_,II (k, p,) ( 5.59 )
V_]/oa+h' aV(a)+L)'+ (h+ Xx)'
_ _a (k, p,)+ _,n_ (k, p,)OFv'= sgn X (1)tw-- (I)at_ + (-- sgn :Z') 1"1".1 Ca)
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OF_c_ h OF_c 2 (--sgnx)_xlo_ E_(-_1')(k "
ao_ _ oh + _ V o)+ L), + (h+ _=), i
al___.a.o= h aFo __ 2 =loJ Eo(-'/')(k)- ]/] + _2Oa) a) Oh g )t (a) --_L) 2 -_ (h "_ _=)_ (o
The remaining functions are absent. Since parameters pv(5.57 )
satisfy the condition l+pv>0 , the corresponding integrals of the third
kind of H(k, pv) can be expressed through integrals of F(k, e) and
E(k, _) by Eq. (6.1)-(6.4) specified below.
If x=0, D=_2_ -Z and, in Eq. (5.22),
-. B,+=C N,+ zVt + _,2
i .... t = i --(--i)" sgn_,DVO D
There are obtained as a result the simple formulas
2 _t -at- _=laF_c= (1 . sgn _) (I)x_-}-(1 -- sgn _.)O_
2 ]/'i---_ _"V'_-i_Th' OFv'c-- (1 + sgn_.)Ot_ -- sgn (h' -- _'_.') (t -- sgn _)ff),_Oh
(5.60)OF_s
sgn _ 2 }fco= -{- h2 -- (t -F sgn _)(I)1_ -{- (i -- sgn i_)(Ii2_Og
OFp.c _ __ h__OFp.c OFo _ -- h____OF......__o_ t
Oto a) Oh " Oa) a) Oh a) V t + _.=
The remaining functions are absent.
Equations (5.60) are simplified in the important case of x=0=h /I01
with l_0,
VV , ' o--y-= ,,,, = -
O_ (_ = t, 2.... )
In considering the case of x=0=h, it must be noted that it is
evident from Eq. (5.2) that, for h=0, functions FU, 3F /3g, 3F /3_
and l_F /_h do not depend on the sign of I. Functions only of l>0
will therefore be considered subsequently.
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According to Eq. (5.48), for x=0, L=g, cos o=0, sin o=-I; there-
fore,
ei_'= (-- i)_, sin (fro) = (--l)_si n _
/'/p.c i8
_o, (x,) _ O, //_. (×0 = 4- i _ (×0 -- ( 5.6 3 )
}(o + L) Lsin kl_Y/_ IIt_(k, p_) cos
4all 2o) 2o
k,- (co+ r.),.P"----_- V_-r_----_• _--_V_-J----_'I
It is usefu! here to use the transformation established by the
- author (see Appendix)
no(k.p_)= -- 2 p_+ i -- no(k,. p,) -- p--_-F (k,)
t--'_/'i--k 2 k' t--2k,T+k.' ( 2)k*=t+V__k,f(l+Vi--_)'" P*= x'-i , T=-- i+-fi-_(5.64)
According to Eq. (5.63),
x,,2 1o I L _ t
T=--V'c°'--x"o ' "l'--t =-- o---i-, k, =[L/(0_<i (5.65)
and, for g:L and h:0, with Eq. (5.27) taken into account, the result
is
[ co_+ 2L V (o1_ x_= + L= (o1/ L'
I -- ×2L' / ,,,' = i + _._ (" < L) : ( 5.6 6 )
P*= / tot + 2LV a_t-x,,= +L t i
-- ×2 = i + X' (o>lL)
Parameter p, turns out to be real and the same for all Kv-
Moreover, for x=0=h, function F and its derivatives have two branches
U
each
(a) L=(i + X2)--_=> O, (b_ L2(i + X=)--_a<O (5.67)
where quantities Kv and Pv are complex in case (b). An extremely
simple case of change to integrals of the third kind with a real pa-
rameter thus occurs here (see Appendix).
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In case (a)
_'-_a O, M, V'L' (i + _.')-- _2, p_ = 2_,= = /_ -- to -F L (1 + _') "1"k M i (5.68)
;.., x_ = i (e Vi- q, _.' 4- k ) (L V7 q- _l -4- eM,)
[-
2+2
Since L i+_7_=_ 2 , it follows from condition l¢(Kv)l<l that




However, M22-_212= (L2-_ 2) (I+12). Consequently, /102
0(_)= i_,1• (×,)I, _, = -- sgn 1_-- (--t)'L! (5.70)
and, for L>_, the first branch of ¢(K 2) is missing. Parameters Pv
(5.68) are real, and transformation formula (5.64) contains only real
quantities. We designate
7t 2 tFi -1- k' (Mr -[-_.L)'
61 2 _ M, "1-kL ai = M, -1- kL ; "
•_ as
n oq-Ltaq-L(t+_.s) q- _.Ml
From Eq. (5.63), it is easy to obtain
.H_(x, = : n
_) (i_)_+ll¢(_)l''-_COS(It '_-) T'II_(k't_):Tisin(Ix"2-)6t'[, 6, II_A (k'Pp:)
The final formulas will be: for U=I, 3, 5, .,
• + (--i)_" }ItFl_e= _.L _ ____!f aITlll_ (kl,pl)+ aITiII_(k,l_) 2 L[2 lft---_ lfL l (i -l--k') -- 1_' n m --_Z Elx(-'/') (k) ,
• a,l_ll_'. a,l ¢11_"
ItF_. s = _.L OF_ _-+1
OFt _.+i
_gh -- (-- t)--'z-- -- Ia'd_"-t"I_ F"2 V{--+-f'VL' (i.+ _,)--_' ( 5.7 2 )
I*+1
OF_. = (-- t)---_- 7tII_. (k, Pl) -- "f,II_. (k,/_)
Oh 2 ]/'I_ ]/'L"(I -'k"k')-- _l
OF_._ _+1 6,II_ (k, Pi) -_ 6_H_._ (k, I_) OF_.s _+1
= (--i)--V 2V L"(i+ _.D--o), ' Og --(-i)-V_,1¢_ F--e,!_),I_'2 ]/Li (i Jri_')-- _ol
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and for la=O, 2, 4, .,
OF_ Ix
l_Fix¢= -- _.L_ + (_ t)_" a_[_l I_ + a, Iq)d Ix
2]'f_prL ' (t + _.') -- _a _ 5/=O) :
OFIXe P" [alTlII_. (k, Pt) + a2T2IIp. (k, P2) 2 L )ItF_s=_.L _+(--t)_ {2V. t + _,]/.L,(t_]__2)_ to2 _ (to+L) Eix(-'/')(k)
OF_,c" _ (k,Pd+ -r,rf_,(k,p2) 0' 4=0), ( 5.73 )
oh 2 Vi + 7.2V L, (i + _.,)-- to_
OFixs ix
Oh (_ t)_ I_d _"-- IcP,Iix /
2 V l + _.,V-L,(i + _,)_ ,o, /
aFac _ et (01 ] _'--e_ [ 02 1_' '
og - (- t)_- 2 "!/L, (t + _.,)-- tos
OFv.s _-51fI_.a (k, Pt) "4-5al-Ilxa(k, p:)
_= (-- 1)"
og 2 }FL, (t + _,') -- _,
Moreover, /103
+aF_ /o_ L alz_ /Og aFo L OF. | ( 5- 7 4 )
OF_s/Oto =" ---'-_--aF_slOg 0t=i,2,3 .... ), 5= to ag to V't--'-_ _;
In case (b),
ML= V toa__L2(t + X'), M, = 0
Xl
=(i_.L+!MO Vi+_.' -Vi-_ u'= N, (5.75)
OF_,s/Oh t 2 (--t)v { I1_, /V,F_s F_ I Oh H ,c(×,) 4-
( ,2 sin tt E(_,h)
-4-_-cos to+ L (k) ( 5.76 )
OF_/Oh. I _-i(--t) _ f//'_ }FI_s / Oh -- _" t-_ A.J _ lm trip. s (×_)
OF_c/Og 2 (__1)._ fH c "l
v--1
OF_c_&° L Ol"_c / Og OFo L OFo I
too x, = (V i + _'--_') (4- Mt-- iL V i + X')
_=-_, Io (×01= V_ + _.,-_. (5.77)
/_ 2_o
P', to + L (1 --}-_')_ i£ 3It
2_ -- [to + L (t + _)1 qz iXM_
= ..(oa+ Lp" i + _." = pm ! ip(_) ( 5.78 )
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It is difficult however to separate the real and imaginary parts
of functions Hpc and Hps in general form (for any number p) in Eq.
(5.63) since, for a specific number p, it is initially necessary to
express H (k, pv) through N0(k , pv) by means of Eq. (5.53) and to
use transformation formula (5.64) with complex Pv"
6. Appendix
In the preceding text, complete elliptical integrals of the
third kind of H(k, p) are found, parameter p of which is complex or
changes from -I to _. If p>-l, H(k, p) can be expressed, based on
the Legendre equation [4, pp. 402-403], by elliptical integrals of
the first and second kinds of F(k, B) and E(k,B). With the notations
; Q_(k,i_)= 2 -- F (k)E(k',_)-- E (k)F (k',f!)+ r (k)P (k',p):",_' (6.1)
.j,hi,,
_._.. Q, (k, 1_)= F (k) E (k, 1_)-- E (_) F (k, 13) (k' = V t -- k")
t' Q_(k,f!) F(k) t t
_?; _ (p> O) ( 6.2 )
V _T__ +F(k)' sin_-V-p (o<-p<k'-)
k (6.3);:€,,= { Q,(,,,p)
+p(k),:_.'.. [ I + p V- (p + k,) ri -- k,
According to Eq. (3.45), in the intermediate case (p=-k2), it /104
will be
d(p E (k)II (k, -- _) = (i -- ka sin' q))'/' = I -- k' ( 6. 4 )
It is easy to see that Q2(0, B)=0, Q_(I, B)=_,
{'/._ -- 13 (k = 1)Qt(k,l_)= ,/._(i__i.l_) _ o) O_<Qt(k,f!)_<:_/2 (6.5)
The case of a complex p can be reduced to the case of a real one
by means of the transformation found by the author. The results will
be presented briefly here.
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For transformations, in place of integral
i (k,< t) (6.6 )13(k, p, a) = (t + p sin2q_)dq)]/I-- k2sin2q)
it is more convenient to consider integral
J(e, a) =i dq) _ t n(k, --_-', a) (6.7 )
do(e- sin2q)) V'I --k_sin2q_
The derivative with respect to _ of function
]}u arctg(v sintpcostp]/'u (u>0) (6 8)L _q,)---- nt- sin2q)) ]/-t -- kZsin 2 tp "
/2-_u In _r_ u si---n--_c°s -(P--}- (v + sin' q)) ]ft - kz sin" q) (u<0)" usin q_cos q)-- (v q- sin'(p) V't -- k2 sin2 q)
can be presented in this form
dL{__--_- Q(t) } t09 1 ;0R (t) V't ----_k-_ ' t _-- sin a 9
where Q(t) is a polynomial of the second degree,
g (t) = ts j- 2k'v Jt- u-- t t_ __, k2v '- 2v-- u v" (6.9)k_ t k2kl
With the corresponding numbers A, B and E,
R (t)= (0.At + B)(t--E)= t'+ (A--_ ,'+ (U--AE)t--BE (6.i0)
The roots of polynomial R(t) will be
e_ =_ A A 2 (6 11)
e, -5--+-i VU, s : B-- -gj, _ = F_
and it is easy to establish such a connection between three inte-
grals of the Eq. (6.7) type,
3
Q(_) (6.12)k_ (a)= k2F(_,a)+ _ W,"J (_,a), IV_--
R' (e_)
If numbers A and B are fixed, number E and parameters u and v
of function (6.8) are subject to determination. Comparison of Eq.
(6.9) and (6.10) gives the three necessary equations and exclusion
4O
kof u and E leads to a quadratic equation for v. As a result,
vx (t -- kz) B H=]/'_" k2E = _
= , --, u--_iq-k=(A--E)--2k2v (6.13)v2 I "f- A q- k2B B
(6.14)K=B(I+A+B)(I+_bI+k,B)
Let roots _I and _2 (6.11) always be complex; in this case, /105
S>0, and it can be shown that K>0 and the numbers of Eq. (6.13) are
real, EI>E2>,I ,
w,= Q(mln,(m, . (6.15)'
R'(E) = 17 + AE -4- E _, Q (E) = (2 -- E) k'E '_-- E -_ v (1 -- 2E -{- kaE_)
_Vx ._ M "_ iN, M = qr .4- xp N xr_ qp
w, ,,+ p, " = r, + p, ( 6.16 )
. q = I/:A [t -- /_B + (2 + A) k:A + v (2 -1- k'A)] -- (2 + A) /dB-_- v (t -- k'B)
x = -- [t -- /0B + (2 4- A) k2A + v (2 -_ k2A)] "V"S ( 6.17 )
r=--z_,p=--(A+2_3U_,r'+p,=R'(L34S
Further, with S>0,
s(el,:)=yl)(:)+ u(2)(:), j(_,,a)= j")(a)--u(_)(:) (6.18)
and the real parts of Eq. (6.12) form the equation
MJ (1) (a) -- NJ (2) (a) = i/: {k'L (a) -- k'F (k, a) -- ;Vs J (E, a)} _-- U (a) ( 6. 19 )
By taking two roots v I and v 2 (6.13) and numbers M, N and U
corresponding to them, two equations of the (6.19) type can be
written. The solution of such a system of equations will be
J('):(-- URN2+ U2N_)IA, J(Z):(U=Mx-- U_MDIA, a = --MtN,. M2NI(6.20)
Since the integral of J(_, _) of the (6.7) type with complex
s, analytical function s or A and B (for k2<i even with a=_/2),
quantities j(1) and j(2) exist in the case of A=0 (if it is possible).
In any case, with A=0 (as well as with I+A+k2B=0), one of the subse-
quently indicated transformations of J(E, a), of which the first
changes only s, can be used first.
Thus, for s=a±ib, by finding the numbers
A = --2a, B =_2.b_ (6.21)
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• .o
J(E, a) can be presented in the form of a linear combination of in-
tegrals J(E I) and J(E 2) with real parameters EI>E2>I. In the case of
complete integrals (a=_/2), functions Ll(a) and L2(a) are absent, and
integrals J(E) can be calculated simply by the above specified equa-
tions (6.1)-(6.4).
By differentiating over $ the function
(-_L-i _r_tg V---_sin _ cos_ (_<o)
I V--_ Y't--hasin'q _ (6.22)0 (_.,cp)=, i ]n V'_-sin _ cos_ + ]/i -- k' sin' q_ (_.> O)
[ 2----_ }f_'sin cpcos cp -- ]/'i -- k2 sin_ q_
. it can be determined that
dO t -- 2t "4-,k2t t
d_? -- t -- (k2 + _.) t . _t' 1/'t -- k't (t ----sin' q_)
and the equation
' (i ) (623)a--bO -_, a = k2F (k, a) + (l-- kaa) J (a, a) + (i-- k2b ) J (b,a)
can be reached, where a and b are connected by the relationships
1--a t--b / 6.b 2 4 )
- i - k_, _= I - k'b
From this, with notations p:-i/a, p,=-I/b, it follows that
pp,O (pp,, c) = k'F (k, c) -- (p + k 2) II (k, p, a) -- (p, --_ k') II (k, p,, :_) ( 6. 2 5 )
p + k, _ _P* + k, (6.26)p,_---- p--p+i' p,+i
We call this transformation symmetrical linear-fractional. For /106
k2<-p<l, there will be 0<p,<_, and the transformation proves to be
extremely useful with p_-l. With a:_/2, function @ (6.22) is absent.
We point out still another important transformation. We in-
troduce variable $i' with _he use of the Landen substitution (pro-
posed by him for transformation of elliptical integrals of the first
and second kinds)
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tar_' qDl -- sin 29 /q_ i -- ptt -- ks "kZ
k, + cos2q,, t + Vi-----_-_= (t + V'_ ' k'= 4k_(i + k_)_
dq) t --[- k I dcpt t q- k t ... i
Vi--k,sin,_= 2 Vi--kl, sin,_,' _--i+i/t--ha
By converting the first equality of (6.27) to a quadratic equa-
tion for cos 2_, we obtain
c_2_ = --klsin,_t+c_ ___ klSsin,_ = i--2ainS9 (6.28)
The root was selected here which corresponds to 0<_<_/2. Ac-
tually, @_i_2_, @i=0 with _=0, @i:_ with _=_/2. It can now be
shown that
! i.,= cosq_fdq_ +(_ -- sins q_)]/'t -- ka sin_cp (t + kl)2--4kI_ _I -- sinStPl
. (i -- 2_ + elk1)! dq_l " dq_l .} ( 6.2 9 )o (_1--sinSq_O 1/t -- klI sinSqDl-- ki _ V t -- kla sin2q_l0
4_ (t -- e) _t(t .---ha;) sin 2aet = (t -4- kt)' _ 4ktg = -- (1 at- ]/t -- k')', tg a I = kt .q_ cos 2a ( 6. 3 0 )
Let a, b be real numbers, E=a+ib; parameter cI will be real only
under the condition
(t--2a)(l__ _a)+ _[a(t--a)+b_]=O
By changing to integral (6.6), the following relationships can
be obtained:
li(k,p,a) t-4-kt p {(t + 2 kt)p + t _- 77 ri (_1,.1, _,) + _' r (k,,@ + ( 6.31 ), Pl
! c°sq)'dq_l } ' kl-t-1/l-ka l--2k'T "f-kt_ _'=--( 1-_- 2)"_ i A- p, sin' (p, i -Jr" V 1- k'' P' -- "i4- 1 ' -p-o
r_(k, p, a) - 2 (1 + )ft ----_) F (/q, a,) + (p + i) (p + _2) I_ (_, p_, a_) +
+ _P L (p_, a_)_, Pt -- P P + k_p+i p +l (t -t- V i - _'q_ (6.32)
! cosOdO t .ln t_VqsinO (6 33)L(q,O)= _+q_ieO _2¢q _-iV_si.o0
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Since kl<k , by using transformation (6.32) n times, an ex-
tremely small module kn can be reached, and it can be assumed with
great accuracy that
g (kn' Pn' an) _ j t +pnsina_n -- i2 l_-+-_n ln t __ iV1 + p_ tg an
(6.34)
o
Modules kn decrease extremely rapidly (for example, k32<I0-6 /107
for k2=0.6 and k42<i0-8 for k2:0.99), and the successive approxima-
tions method proves to be quite effective.
For complete integrals (a=_/2), we have
an = 2an_l, L(pn, z) = 0, 2F (k) --=rt (t A- kt) (t q- k2). . .
t f k2 p_ + 2p + k2
n (k, v) _ i + gg=-g _p--$-_ F (kO+ (p+ 1)(p+ k,) n (k,,PO_ ( 6. 35 )
It can be shown that, for real numbers g and h,
n/2
I _ {1/,. + + >
o t+ gsin20 0 (1 at. g<O)
n/_
I dO = Nt--isgnhf¢2 _ (t,::/=0)t + (g + ih) sinaO _(t --[- g)2+ h2 20
IVN2 ={_(1-_ g)' + h_'-_ (l-I,_g)2 } t/I
In generalizing elliptical integrals of all kinds, the follow-
ing function should be introduced,
I cos2m_ (1 -- kasin'_)nd_ (6. 36Hm In) (k, p, _) = i + p sinZ_
o
Since
cos (2m -- 2) _ + cos (2m + 2) _ --=-2 cos 2m_ (1 -- 2 sin __) ( 6. 3 7
then, V,m.__m.l(") (k,p,a) + 17___(")k, p, u)} = (1 +2/p) nJ'_) (k, p, a) -- (2/p) E,(n)(k, a)
where E (n)(k, a) is a function introduced above (in Section 3 ,m
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